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EPIC Faculty
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**Preliminary ECSE**

Kathleen English – San Jose USD  
Lily Medina –  
Rasa Radavicius – Milpitas USD  
Mariana Samaniego – Pajaro Valley USD  

**Mild-Moderate**

Mahua Banerjee – Morgan Hill USD  
Kristin Bustamante – Morgan Hill USD  
Sarah Duncan Rauscher – Campbell Union SD  
Urmil Dutta – Campbell Union SD  
Michael Gallagher Campbell UHSD  
Jaime Hall – Gilroy USD  
Julie Kaiser – Evergreen SD  
Brenda Lacey – Moreland SD  
Michael Nevels – Palo Alto USD  
Melissa Orozco – Alum Rock Union SD  
Radhika Pallikonda Lakshmana Rao – SCUSD  
Linda Pearson –  
Antony Shahid – Moreland SD  
Tara Strong - SCCOE  
Attila Tari – Cupertino Union SD  
Ma. Editha Tayaba – East Side UHSD  
Anuradha Tiwari – Milpitas USD  
Tiffany Wong – Cupertino Union SD  

**Moderate-Severe**

Juvelyn Calip – Morgan Hill USD  
Gabriel Coffman - SCCOE  
Raquel Cuevas Ceja – Palo Alto USD  
Sikeza Fowlks – East Side UHSD  
Carianne Gartner – Gilroy USD  
Jessica Gomez -  
Michael Gonzales – Gilroy USD  
Margaret Harden – Fremont UHSD  
Sandeep Heer – Berryessa Union SD  
Kavitha Herle – Cupertino Union SD  
Javier Ibañez – Campbell UHSD  
Melanie Martin – Cupertino Union SD  
Robert Meehan – Cupertino Union SD  
Stephanie Ng – East Side UHSD  
Marie Park –  
Amanda Reyna Evergreen SD  
Arcelia Tejeda – East Side UHSD  

**Clear**

David Abry – TFHE  
Alicia Arellano – SCCOE  
Billy Dick III – TFHE  
Christopher Garvin – TFHE  
Karla Green Henriquez – SCCOE  
Samuel Hoult – SCCOE  
Maria Humildad – TFHE  
Mary Nicaud – Cambrian SD  
Anagha Rao – SCCOE  
Christopher Sar-ayen – Alum Rock Union SD  
Melissa Schilling – Cambrian SD  
Florceferina Touchi – SCCOE  
Charlotte Van Noppen – TFHE  
Cinthia Vines Rodriguez – SCCOE  
Jaco Wong – The Harker School  

**Adding a 2nd Teaching Credential ECSE**

Pamela Mannah – Dublin USD  

**Mild-Moderate**

Sarika Arora – East Side UHSD  
Sherry Burton – Berryessa Union SD  
Stephanie Dias-Diniz – Oak Grove SD  
Paolo Espiritu – San Jose USD  
Nancy Flippin – Cambrian SD  
Mariam Gates – Live Oak SD  
Ana Hernandez – Franklin-McKinley SD  
Julia Hong – Franklin-McKinley SD  
Libby James – Cambrian SD  
Mary Koutsos – Oak Grove SD  
Andrea Leech – Union SD  
Erin Mah – Discovery Charter School  
Andrea Morton – Alum Rock Union SD  
Chester Peterson – Alum Rock Union SD  
Enjolie Thomas – Alum Rock Union SD  

**Moderate-Severe**

Michael Dickey – Campbell UHSD  
Meghan Kesil – San Jose USD  
Beth Leinwand – San Mateo-Foster City SD  
Logan Shankle – Aromas-San Juan USD  
Stephanie Souza –